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Kate’s life is about to become a chaotic whirlwind. She starts dating with Victor, an
experienced youngster and BDSM lover and, at the same time, she starts receiving
threatening letters from a mysterious admirer. Plenty of pleasures await Kate, pleasures she never dreamed of. Will she dare to fulfill her darkest fantasies?

Synopsis
Kate, a young Englishwoman settled in Madrid, falls in love in the Retiro Park. Carried away
by her feelings, she dares to approach Victor, a mysterious boy.
Their sexual encounter ends with a revelation for Kate: the pleasures of BDSM, which she had
never enjoyed before. Kate is so excited; she instantly feels a deep connection with Victor,
but she is also intrigued by the fact that he knows too much about that peculiar sexual world;
on the other hand, his somewhat eccentric and chaotic behaviour perplexes Kate, who does
not know what to do nor what to say to his proposals. While Kate tries to clarify her ideas, she
receives a letter from a stalker, someone heartbroken that spied her while she was with Victor.
A stranger who confesses his love, his pain and makes a promise he will keep no matter what:
“Soon you’ll be mine, Kate.”
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Sales pitch

ISBN POD ....................978-84-9967-727-9
-A novel that blends eroticism with suspense and mystery, that can be compared to novels
like Masters and Dungeons by Ana Valenti, 50 Shades of Grey by E.L. James or Bared to You
by Sylvia Day, that masterfully mixes eroticism and suspense in their plots.
-This book follows the footsteps of other titles of this collection: it is a highly erotic narrative,
a high-quality piece of literature that responds to the growing demand for new titles of this
genre in Spain.
- Víctor García is the creator of the erotic universe of Khamira and possesses a great
knowledge of women’s erotic fantasies. He has published another title in Tombooktu Erótica,
To dare or Not To Dare. He also conducts and produces an erotic radio program.
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- The exciting but little-known world of BDSM is the backdrop of this novel. This world is
presented in a stylish way and with great literary quality.
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